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LV Travel was created in 2000 when me -
LE VAN LEN (GM) and my wife - NGUYEN
THI MINH LY (MD) met in Hanoi and
become a life time partner. Both of us
were graduated in Faculty of Tourism at
Hanoi National University. My passion is
travel to explore the beauty of the world.
I did as guide, tour director and travel up
to the hill top of Indochina mountain -
Fansipan, down to the sea with all corner
of Vietnam and Indochina region. With
our experienced professional in the
tourism sector we wanted to put
operational offices along the spine of
Vietnam, one in Laos and other in
Cambodia, providing the same innovation
of product, 24 hour client support, and
destination knowledge that has made
travel with LV Travel an unforgettable
experience for so long.

Xin Chao!

GENERAL MANAGER
MR.LEN
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DIRECTOR OF SALESMANAGING DIRECTOR
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                 offices are in  the major tourist  areas with 60  regional staffs in all destinations of Vietnam, Laos,
                 Cambodia,ensures we have the expertise, skill and insight to take your guests on a journey that is
both inspiring and creative, yet tightly controlled and managed. We are above things, customized, tailored
and bespoke. We pride ourselves on offering specialized and creative itineraries with a range of ‘Tailored
Experiences’ made available only to you and our valued partners.

OUR TEAM



LV TRAVEL'S OFFICES



Why choose 
LV Travel?

We guarantee a 24-hour
response  time  for  all
inquiries.

Our long term relationships
with local services allow us
to offer your clients the best
services at very competitive
prices.

24/7 SUPPORT BEST COMPETITIVE PRICES

TAILOR-MADE TOURS
Tailor-made tours offer
you  the  flexibility  to
design  your  own  trip
exactly how you like it.

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS

We are dedicated to constantly
improving   and   innovating
products  in  order  to provide
abroad range of travel products
which allow you to differentiate
your travel agents from your
competitors  and  satisfy  the
needs  of  all clients.

IN-DEPTH LOCAL
KNOWLEDGE

Our offices are staffed by
young,  energetic  and
motivated  local  and
international professionals
who bring their passion
and decades of experience
in the tourism industry to
their work.

OUR PROMISE 
OF SAFETY

Our client’s safety is
paramount. From detailed
regional safety reports to
guides receiving
international first aid
training, we do all we can
to ensure the safest tour
possible.



MAIN 
BUSINESS

CLASSIC TOUR LUXURY TOUR

BEACH VACATION

Our classic collection feathers the
main highlights of Indochina
,perfect for first time visitors and
travelers who wish to ensure they
experience the most popular sites in
each country.

Vietnam's idyllic tropical beaches
have long been a favorite amongst
locals and intrepid travelers. In
recent years, the beach scene has
inevitably expanded as foreigners
discover the turquoise waters and
unique scuba diving along the
country's central and south coast.

LV Travel creates one-of-a-kind
luxury travel experiences. Tell us
about the trip you’re dreaming of
taking—we’ll make it a reality.

CULINARY TOUR

Our culinary and food tours that
combine the joys of experiencing a
new country in-depth, getting to
the heart of its history along with
tasting new exotic flavors are
among the amazing experiences
you can have in our Culinary Tours
in Vietnam.

MICE TOURS

We specializes in providing a wide
range of support and logistics
services for the organization of
conferences, incentive programs,
corporate meetings, seminars,
conventions, product launches and
special interest groups.



ADVENTURE TOUR

Kayaking through spectacular
limestone formations, along
peaceful river, cross the biggest
natural lake, swimming in deserted
sand beaches,  trekking to remote
hill-tribe's village of Vietnam,
exploring unique culture along the
way, and relaxing in the most
deluxe junk in Halong bay.

GOLF TOUR

Golf is becoming increasingly
popular with many golf courses
have been built in Vietnam. You can
go on one of our specially designed
golf tours or plan your own trip
around Vietnam's best golf courses,
which are on par with any courses
in the world.

EDUCATION TOUR

Our mission is to help teachers
provide their students with the
best learning opportunities
possible from educational
travel. Since 2003, we have
accomplished that mission for
hundreds of teachers and
thousands of students.
Let us assist with your next
educational tour!

HONEYMOON TOUR

Begin your new life together on
the romantic honeymoon tour
across Vietnam. Start with vibrant
Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City, to
world's wonder Ha Long Bay, then
hit up with a trip to the
mountainous hill town and
villages of Sapa, finish the trip by
discovering the fascinating
waterway of the Mekong Delta.

Beyond its compelling cities,
Vietnam enjoys an unhurried way of
life and travelling through this
beautiful country by train is both
relaxing and eye-opening.
Mountainous landscapes and lush
rainforest are interspersed with
agricultural land, where water
buffalo graze and farmers still use
traditional methods to cultivate
their rice paddies.

RAIL TOUR

PILGRIMAGE TOUR

Catholicism has developed for
400 years or so in Vietnam.  At
various stages Catholic armed
units assisted French colonial
forces to oppose national
liberation movements.



OTHER 
SERVICES

CAR RETAIL

VISA SERVICES

HOTEL BOOKING

AIR TIKET



LV TRAVEL'S CARS AND COACHES

04 SEATER CAR 07 SEATER CAR

LIMOUSINE 7 SEATER

45 SEATER COACHINSIDE 29 SEATER COACH

LIMOUSINE 19 SEATER INSIDE LIMOUSINE 19 SEATER



CONTACT US
Head office: 18th Floor, No 18 Tam Trinh, VTC online Building,

Hai Ba Trung Dis, Hanoi, Viet Nam

Tel  : +84 24 3941 3748/ 49/ 50   Fax: +84 24 3941 3747 

Mobile, viber, whatsapp  : +84 989 200 116 /+84 913 324 806

(Mr Len -General Director) 

Email  : len@lvtravel.vn ; 

Skype  : lvtravel_len

Web  : www.lvtravel.vn

 


